bottle, and it was his custom, as reported by his mother, to take such a bottle filled with milk to bed with him.. He Was there, then, somewhere hidden in this distortion of childhood, this small animal in human shape, the material out of which a normal boy could be created? On that very first day of his arrival, he revealed one human trait, and one which proved afterwards to be a strong and fundamental characteristic. The laundress was hanging up some clothes, as George came out of the house. The box with the clothes pins was on the ground at a little distance.
With his uncertain, wobbling gait, George made for this, picked it up and handed it to the woman. In this one act he had revealed that combination of helpfulness and desire to have the right thing in the right place, a sense of order and neatness, which amounted later to a passion. He had so little initiative that it required some such strong feeling to force him to display it. His love of candy would usually provide this stimulus. On his second day in the school, he stole a caramel from a bag in his teacher's room. When asked where he got it, he took her hand, drew her into the room, and pointed to the bag, which was hidden far back in the corner out of sight.
Diagnostic teaching is a peculiar method of teaching, first employed by Dr. Witmer at the University of Pennsylvania, in the year 1896, when he began to examine and teach children who were brought to him because they were not making as much progress as their teachers or parents thought they should. Diagnostic teaching is a method of teaching which develops as it goes along. First, as much is discovered concerning the child's ability as may be found out at one examination and in consequence of one attempt to teach. If the teacher is an expert psychologist, he learns more about a child's potential abilities the more he tries to develop whatever ability the child has or, in other words, he discovers how educable a child is by observing the response he makes to a prescribed course of educational treatment. The aim of diagnostic teaching is to use whatever ability a child has most of, in order to get him to take the next step forward in the right direction.
George's best ability was his sense of order?an orderliness amounting almost to a passion, and very nearly his only talent.
His history was as follows: He was born in November, 1913, and, until Imageability is the great expression of initiative, so it was not surprising that George was most deficient in this quality. Lacking imageability, he lacked imagination, good after-images and a power of imitation. At first, he seemed to have no imagination at all, but in time developed a small amount. In December, 1921, when asked for an oral reproduction of the story of Cinderella, he had a lapse of memory and was obliged to trust to his invention for the rest.
'' Once a woman had two daughters. Her daughters were proud and selfish like herself, and her step-daughter was sweet and lovely. She made her do all the work and sleep in the poor, hard bed. The bed was in a dark garret. Now, the Prince gave a ball, invited all the great people to come. The sisters invited to the ball. The people went to the ball. The sisters planned, ' I wear my red velvet gown.' 'I wear my dress with flowers of gold for the party.' (Here his memory failed and he had to improvise.) 'When the Prince is gone, not let us kill the girl, and the girl like him and he like the girl,' and the girl said, 'I will go too and we not chop wood,' and she said?'Don't kill no girl,' and the girl said, 'Please don't cry, little girl.' Her godmother is not dead. She is in the purple house and the house was near the woods and the house was a nice baby house and the house was in the dark corner and the corner was the chimney corner and the Prince went into the little red house. 
